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the resulting structure was refined by multi-label refinement in the program carine crystallography 3.1 (ww.u-
bourgogne.fr/crystal/crystal.html). the fitting of the cell parameter allowed the calculation of x-ray density. density was obtained from
the sum of the atomic scattering factors w and h for all atoms used in the calculation. the atomic scattering factor w was that of the o
atoms (1.92e+1) and h was that of the h atoms (1.0e+1) (the other scattering factors were 0.0). the rhombohedral sadps were indexed
using fast fourier transform (fft) analysis, using the difftools script package 61 for digital micrograph (gatan inc.). the refined aragonite
parameters of caspi et al. 62 were used to construct the unit cell in carine crystallography 3.1 63 . to index the experimental sadp on
the sadp of the known phase, it is necessary to conduct a series of crystal structure database searches using the crystal structure
software. a database search for the nearest atomic planes of the known phase can be easily conducted using crystallographic software
such as carine crystallography 3.1. the lattice parameters and interplanar d-spacing of the (hkl) plane can be calculated by software
using the equation rd = ll. the crystal structure of the unknown phase should be compared with the lattice parameters of the known
phase to identify the unknown phase. although the crystal structure of the unknown phase can be identified, it is necessary to refine
the crystal structure of the unknown phase using crystallographic software. as one of the most effective crystallographic software,
carine crystallography 3.1, which is a crystallography open database, provides an easy way to obtain the interplanar d-spacing and to
refine the crystal structure of the unknown phase. carine crystallography 3.1 software can calculate the unit cell parameters, space
group, and the interplanar d-spacing for the unknown phase by searching the crystal structure database. the crystal structure of the
unknown phase can be refined to a high resolution using the carine crystallography 3.1 program. the crystal structure refinement
program provides a visual analysis of the crystal structure of the unknown phase using a workbench. the refinement process includes
the addition of any atom in a crystal structure and adjustment of the lattice parameters, space group, and the interplanar d-spacing.
the final crystal structure of the unknown phase can be refined to a high resolution using the carine crystallography 3. the crystal
structure of the unknown phase can be refined to a high resolution using carine crystallography 3.1 software.
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2 dun, cheryl; barakat, samy; nitzan, nirit (2018). ultrafast x-ray-based structural analysis of proteins and protein-protein interactions
by x-ray crystallography. nature reviews mol. cell biol. 19-1:1–15 2 gubbels, patrick; wörl, martin; oh, in-kyung; züllig, andreas; im,
david; schindler, michael; stengel, dietrich (2018). resolving single proteins in situ using serial femtosecond crystallography. nature
556-1:297–301 2 im, david; gubbels, patrick; wörl, martin; oh, in-kyung; schindler, michael; stengel, dietrich (2018). resolving single

proteins in situ using serial femtosecond crystallography. nature 556-1:297–301 the sample was prepared by evaporating
approximately 5 μm of the ni and ti films on the top of the ysz-coated fused silica and subsequent annealing the ysz-coated sample at

700 °c for 30 min in a vacuum. the ysz-coated sample was then tilted at the pole along with one zone axis for 3 min and then was tilted
at the kikuchi line of the g1 spot for 3 min. the next step was to tilt the sample at a pole along with the kikuchi line of the g2 spot for 3
min. then, the ysz-coated sample was tilted at the pole along with the kikuchi line of the g3 spot for 3 min. the last step was to tilt the

sample at the pole along with the kikuchi line of the g4 spot for 3 min. the crystallographic parameters were calculated from these
images using carine crystallography 3.1. cross-sectional tem specimens of si and the steel/96.4au-3ni-0.6ti interlayer/ysz joints were
cut, ground, polished, and then ion-milled using standard procedures. the crystal structures of the si and unknown tixoy phases were
both characterized by analyzing the sadps accessed using tem (model jem 2010fx, jeol, tokyo, japan) and eds (x-max 80tle, oxford

instruments, london, uk). the inorganic crystal structure database (icsd) and crystallographic software (carine crystallography 3.1) were
used to identify the indexing of the sadps of the si and unknown tixoy phases. to accurately calculate lattice parameters of interest,

magnified tem images were calibrated using a mag*i*cal reference standard sample from norrox scientific. 5ec8ef588b
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